
Cloud Fax

AccuRoute CloudFAX allows for 
anywhere faxing using the online 
portal to send secure faxes. 
Integrated with email providers 
such as Outlook and Gmail, 
AccuRoute CloudfAX is the ideal 
solution for those needing a 
reliable, secure, and PCI DSS Level 
1 certified fax service to send 
important and potentially sensitive 
information.

• Simple faxing via email and 
desktop

• Perfect for SMB enterprises that 
want lower responsibility

• Redundant

• InterFAX Salesforce API

• Device support through email

Hybrid Fax

Offers the same benefits of a 
local environment as On-Premise, 
but with the addition of Cloud 
Fax capabilities. By adding the 
Cloud Fax module to AccuRoute 
On-Premise, you are able to 
offload the burden of maintaining 
fax hardware, while taking 
full advantage of everything 
AccuRoute has to offer. It’s the 
best of both worlds.

• Can be built into existing 
AccuRoute environments

• Ultimate set up for the  
greatest flexibility

• Redundancy, failover, and  
load balancing

• Supports AccuRoute modules

On-Premise Fax

The same great local, secure, and 
reliable infrastructure traditionally 
offered by AccuRoute, designed 
with infinite scaling capabilities. 
On-Premise Fax allows for deep 
integration into a business’s 
existing infrastructure, from 
the front end with integrated 
MFP Panel Buttons, to the end 
destination of a DMS, such as 
iManage or NetDocuments.

• Great for large organizations 
with high volumes

• Can leverage traditional fax 
hardware as well as FoIP

• Redundancy, failover, and  
load balancing

• Supports AccuRoute modules

Fax environments built to industry standards
AccuRoute is a single platform and fully integrated approach 
to automating and accelerating business process workflows. 
Our fax technology tells your documents where to go and 
what to do when they get there — securely and effortlessly.

Upland AccuRoute helps organizations accelerate business processes 
by automating data capture and extraction using optical character 
recognition (OCR) to securely process through workflows to applications, 
people, or storage. With AccuRoute, users can easily capture, process, 
deliver, or fax content from any device using a single, unified platform.
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AccuRoute Fax Environments

ON-PREMISE

The same great local, secure and 
reliable infrastructure traditionally 
offered by AccuRoute. AccuRoute 
allows for deep integration into a 
business’ existing infrastructure, 
from the front end with integrated 
MFP Panel Buttons, to the 
end destination of a DMS, like 
iManage or NetDocuments.

HYBRID

Offers the same benefits of a local 
environment as On-Premise does, 
but with the addition of Cloud 
Faxing Capabilities. The addition of 
the cloud fax module to AccuRoute 
On-Premise lets you off-load the 
burden of maintaining fax hardware, 
while taking full advantage of 
everything AccuRoute has to offer.

CLOUD

Allows for anywhere faxing, using 
the online portal anywhere that 
has internet services to send 
secure faxes. Integrated with email 
providers such as Outlook or Gmail, 
and PCI DSS Certified, AccuRoute 
Cloud Fax is the ideal solution for 
those needing a reliable and secure 
fax service to send important and 
potentially sensitive information.

Features

Faxing

Scalable

Fax to Email

Mobile Capture

Local Device Support (MFPs and Scanners)

Supports AR Integrations

Fax Hardware Ownership

On-Premise Hybrid Cloud

On-Premise

• Great for large organizations 
with large volumes

• Can leverage traditional fax 
hardware as well as FoIP

• Redunancy, failover and load 
balancing

• Supports AccuRoute Modules

Hybrid

• Can be built into existing 
AccuRoute environments

• The ultimate solution for 
flexibility

• Redunancy, failover and load 
balancing

• Supports AccuRoute modules

Cloud

• Simple, email and desktop faxing

• Perfect for SMB enterprises that 
want lower responsibility

• Redundant

• InterFAX Salesforce API

• Device support through email

AccuRoute is a single platform and fully integrated approach to automating and 
accelerating business process workflows. Our fax technology tells your documents where 
to go and what to do when they get there — securely and effortlessly.



Upland AccuRoute helps organizations accelerate business processes 
by automating data capture and extraction using optical character 
recognition (OCR) to securely process through workflows to applications, 
people, or storage. With AccuRoute, users can easily capture, process, 
deliver, or fax content from any device using a single, unified platform.
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Ready to get things done?
Let us show you what Upland AccuRoute can do.

Request a Demo

Intelligent Capture

FileBound

Complementary products
Pair Upland AccuRoute with other 

Document Workflow products for a 

secure, automated end-to-end solution.

restore strunt aut quid ut unt.

Upland’s expert team will help you define the right strategic approach 
for your digital transformation needs and ensure our technology aligns 

with your goals, resources, and processes. 


